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With an emphasis on client satisfaction, our company, Steel And Metal Company, is offering Galvalume 

Coils, Mild Steel Hrpo Coils, Mild Steel Hrpo Coils, Hr Slit Coil and a lot more products to customers. All of our 

departments have a highly qualified task force that works together to achieve organizational objectives. 

Furthermore, our exporter and importer entity has employed top quality testing facilities to cross check the 

product on various parameters before dispatch.

Our policies are also customer-focused and transparent, which has resulted in a satisfied customer base. We 

are happy to see that our efforts are being fruitful, as we have earned the loyalty of clients and developed a 

trustworthy bond with them. Being a highly professional company, we treat not just our customers with 

respect but also our employees and partners too. In addition, we also welcome feedback from each of them, 

and after proper research, we take effective measures.

Our diversified workforce includes both young, creative thinkers and experienced professionals. With a 

common goal of going above and beyond, our team approaches problems with accuracy and zeal, turning 

ideas into reality. Right from procuring products to their end-delivery, our task force works in a harmonious 

manner, adhering to industry norms. We at Steel And Metal Company are thankful to our experts for their 

commitment, loyalty, and dedication; their efforts have contributed a lot to our success.

The following makes us an ideal destination to have business deals for products like Mild Steel Hrpo Coils, 

Galvalume Coils, Hr Slit Coil, Mild Steel Hrpo Coils and more:

We deliver products after quality-checking them rigorously because we want to deliver value for customers 

invested money.

We work with the mission of making customers happy and attaining their satisfaction, as it is important to 

survive in a competitive market.

We procure products only from reliable companies that are quality-driven like us and adhere to industry 

norms.

We never fail to meet deadlines, as we value the time of buyers and do not waste it because of our delayed 

operations.

We always work in ethical manner following predefined industry guidelines.

Team Work

Why 

CHOOSE US ?



The infrastructure and facility for steel customization are outstanding. The warehouses arespacious and 

well-equipped to handle large quantities of our products. The loading andunloading areas are designed to 

ensure the efficient movement of products, making theprocess of trading and customization through highly 

equipped machines smooth and hassle free. The security systems in place are advanced, ensuring the safety 

of all theproducts stored within the facility. The staff in charge of the facility are highly trained and 

knowledgeable, providing excellent customer service to all their clients. Overall, the infrastructure and 

facility for steel and metal trading and customization are impressive,providing all the necessary resources 

and support required by businesses in this industry

Facilities

We are officially registered under the MSME sector. It's 

great to have this recognition and support from the 

government.It gives us a sense of pride and responsibility to

contribute more towards the growth of our business and the 

country's economy

Certification
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